
Madam's 4711 

 

Chapter 4711 Sister Nian will throw people into the high seas according to the plan 

 

Even Jodma's face turned red and livid, he opened his mouth, but in the end he had nothing to say. 

 

At this time, Xue Laozhan spoke slightly and faced the girl: "Can I ask, where are you taking us?" 

 

The girl took out an orange candy, peeled it open, and stuffed it into her mouth. After a few seconds, 

she casually answered the question of the old man in green shirt. 

 

 “High seas.” 

 

   …” 

 

 High seas? What are you doing on the high seas? 

 

 No one knew what was going on and why Qiao Nian took them to the high seas. 

 

Only the silent shadow in the corner suddenly raised his head and looked at the arrogant man standing 

on the deck in disbelief. 

 

Suddenly, he suddenly jumped up and rushed towards the girl desperately. 

 

But before he even got close to Qiao Nian, he was firmly pinned to the ground by two people from F 

State behind him. They didn't tolerate him at all and gave him a slap in the face. 

 

 “What are you crazy about?” 

 



Blood oozed from the corner of Shadow's mouth, but he raised his head with messy hair and a ferocious 

expression, like a poisonous snake about to bite. 

 

"She is your grandmother! Even if she is sorry for you, you can't do this to her." 

 

 He knew what Qiao Nian wanted to do. 

 

That night in the hospital, Qiao Nian told him personally that he wanted to throw the Queen into the 

high seas to accompany Ji Qing... This is too crazy, too crazy. 

 

 That’s the Queen! 

 

The Queen has been honored all her life and has planned the cemetery long ago. It is in a mansion with 

beautiful mountains and clear waters. It contains the past between her and Uncle Zhai Xicheng, and it is 

also the place where they first met. 

 

 The Queen has planned everything long ago. Qiao Nian wanted her to be unable to close her eyes 

until she died, and to have no peace of mind until she died. 

 

How can Shadow endure this? 

 

 “You can’t do this.” 

 

 He did not allow Qiao Nian to do this. 

 

 Absolutely not! 

 

However, the girl just walked up to him, leaned down and looked into his eyes: "Ji Qing can bear it, but 

she can't bear it?" 

 



Shadow didn't think he was wrong: "The Queen is her mother, who gave birth to her, raised her, and 

gave her the opportunity to come into the world. Even if the Queen takes back this opportunity, she is 

qualified to do so. But she is your grandmother, you don't The qualifications will make her die in peace!" 

 

"Scoff." Qiao Nian scoffed mercilessly, raised the corners of her mouth, and smiled arrogantly: "Because 

she is a mother? Because she is an elder. So everything she does is right and allowed. But nothing we do 

is right. Shouldn’t they?” 

 

"She gave you a chance to come to this world..." Shadow held his head high, widened his eyes 

unconvinced, and looked into the girl's eyes, not feeling that there was anything wrong with his words at 

all. 

 

 Qiao Nian smiled and touched her eyes. After a few seconds, she put down her hands. Her dark eyes 

were without any light, like the black sea surging on both sides. 

 

“Then she asked Ji Ji if he would like to be born by her? Would I like to have her as my grandmother?” 

 

“She gave birth to a child for power and to secure her position as the First Lady of the Independent 

Continent. She needs a child, not Ji Qing who needs her as a mother!” 

 

“She chose to give birth to a daughter, but she didn’t want to be a mother, and she vented her 

incompetent resentment on her innocent daughter.” 

 

Qiao Nian suppressed her anger and asked: "You ask me if I am worthy, is she worthy?" 

 

  Is Nie Qingru worthy of being a mother or a human being? 

 

 Since no one is worthy, then no one should come to talk about family ties! 

 

Shadow could see the prairie fire ignited in her silence. She was silent for a moment and said, "The 

queen has some bad things to do as a mother, but Ji Qing hasn't taken you with her for a day, so why do 

you have to do it for her?" To this point?” 

 



  

 

 Chapter 4712 Trample his head under your feet 

 

 He doesn't understand or understand that according to Qiao Nian's logic, Ji Qing shouldn't be 

considered a qualified mother. 

 

Then why did Qiao Nian almost upset the world because of Ji Qing's affairs alone? 

 

Moreover, he fought against the entire hidden family on his own, and now he wants to fight against the 

group of people on the island because of Ji Qing's matter. 

 

Why is Qiao Nian? 

 

 Qiao Nian straightened up. When talking about this issue, he didn't even want to look at the shadow 

again, as if just looking at it would dirty his eyes. 

 

“Because she wants me to live well even until she dies. This is the essential difference between her and 

Nie Qingru!” 

 

 A man can force his own daughter to death for the sake of profit. 

 

 Even if a person is hunted by a force that is too powerful to resist, he must try his best to distract the 

enemy in a desperate situation and give his infant daughter a chance of survival. 

 

“Guess why Ji Qing died on the high seas instead of country Z.” 

 

Qiao Nian didn't expect him to answer at all. 

 

These people don’t understand at all. 



 

 So they wouldn’t understand why Ji Qing died so tragically, with no body left behind in the end. 

 

"Because she hid her daughter in the ringed city for fear of you finding out. So she chose to leave there 

and didn't even dare to stay in the country... Finally, you can see her die on the high seas with your own 

eyes, without any body, so that you can rest assured that no investigation will be carried out. Go down." 

 

This is the love of the season. 

 

 And how could Nie Qingru match the maternal nature of Ji Qing? 

 

  Nie Qingru is not worthy. 

 

 Shadow is even less worthy of mentioning the love of the season. 

 

 Everyone thinks that when she was an enemy of the Hidden World family, ants shook the tree, so 

what? She wanted to seek justice for Ji Qing. 

 

 I need an explanation for Ji Qing! 

 

Even if everyone thinks that Ji Qing's death is insignificant. 

 

 She wants them and the people behind them to pay the price for their dismissive decision! 

 

 Let the bullets from twenty years ago penetrate their eyebrows. 

 

Let them fall off the altar, kneel in front of the high seas, and face the sins they committed... The law 

cannot punish these people, she will punish them! 

 

 … 



 

The ship sailed all the way to the high seas. No one on the deck, including the old man in green shirt, 

dared to speak anymore. 

 

The wind roared loudly, making people's hearts sway. 

 

 Finally stopped in a dark sea area. 

 

Chunlei came out of the cabin, walked to the girl, and whispered: "Sun, we're here." 

 

“Pull the people out.” Qiao Nian crossed her arms and leaned against the wall, indicating that they 

could start working. 

 

"yes." 

 

Chunlei quickly called a few people, and soon Nie Qingru’s body was carried out using wooden boards. 

 

 Shadow's liver and gallbladder split when he saw this, and he wanted to pounce on her: "Queen!" 

 

He was pinned to the ground by the two sturdy men before him, and he was not allowed to raise his 

head. 

 

Even though Shadow was speechless before being retorted by Qiao Nian, when he saw Qiao Nian, he 

actually planned to throw Nie Qingru's body into the sea to feed the sharks. 

 

He still couldn't control the anger in his chest, and roared angrily: "Qiao Nian, you are not a human 

being, you will be punished!" 

 

"Qiao Nian, you can't do this to her. She is your grandmother, a person related to you by blood, and 

your elder. She is the only one who has you! Without her, you would have no chance to come to this 

world." 



 

The girl walked over, stepped on his face, and crushed him with her toes, but there was no surly 

expression on her face, only the emotions in her eyes that were about to burst out. 

 

 Shadow’s face was ferocious in pain, but he was so strong that he didn’t make a sound. 

 

But the feeling of being stepped on by someone he once looked down upon was even more 

uncomfortable than his life. 

 

  

 

Chapter 4713 Sister Nian: Then you will be punished by God 

 

Shadow raised his head: "Whether you admit it or not, you can't change the fact that her blood is 

flowing in your body. If you do this, you will violate the laws of nature and you will be punished by 

heaven!" 

 

 “Tsk!” 

 

 Because Nie Qingru is the grandmother. 

 

 Because Nie Qingru accidentally gave her the opportunity to come to the world. 

 

 So Nie Qingru did everything right. If she resisted, she would be suppressed by the word "filial piety", 

her neck would be broken, and her spine would be crushed. 

 

 “Then you will be punished by God.” 

 

 Qiao Nian's eyes were quite calm, and the tips of his eyes were slightly red. The surliness around him 

was about to burst out, and his emotions were surging. He raised his head and spoke to Chun Lei and 

the others. 



 

 “Throw the person down.” 

 

 “Okay, sun.” 

 

Chunlei had no feelings for Nie Qingru himself. As soon as Qiao Nian gave the order, he immediately 

asked his two brothers to lift him up, shake him, and throw him into the black and surging sea water. 

 

 The tiger sharks who have been following us have been waiting for a long time, and finally waited for 

the ‘big meal’ tonight, starting from the time when the first shark approached, the second, and the 

third... 

 

 A large amount of blood gurgled out from the sea, dyeing the sea red with bright red. 

 

 Everyone on the deck smelled the smell of blood. 

 

Several young people from the hidden family couldn't stand the stimulation of the **** scene in front of 

them, so they lay on the side of the ship and vomited. 

 

Mr. Xue was also pale, and his eyes when looking at the girl were full of fear and scrutiny. 

 

Before, he had been relying on his ability to accurately understand Qiao Nian's temper. He knew where 

her bottom line was, so he acted unscrupulously, thinking that he could escape unscathed no matter 

what. 

 

Now that Mr. Xue saw this scene with his own eyes, he suddenly felt that he could not understand Qiao 

Nian's heart. 

 

 People always feel stressed by people and things that are beyond their control... 

 

So does he. 



 

For the first time, I was in awe of Qiao Nian, and at the same time I began to feel anxious, wondering if I 

would have a chance to return to Continent M.    Everybody is afraid. 

 

Only the shadow struggled like crazy to break free from the control of others. 

 

Qiao Nian glanced at him from the corner of her eye and said to the two people holding him down: "Let 

go." 

 

 “Yes, sun.” The two brothers from F continent immediately let go of their shadows. 

 

 Shadow was freed for the first time and ran towards the place where Nie Qingru was thrown. He 

looked across the side of the ship at the body that had been bitten to pieces below. 

 

He covered his head and howled in pain, then desperately tried to turn over. 

 

Seeing this scene, Chunlei felt a little worried and walked up to the girl, whispered in her ear: "Sun, don't 

you care about him?" 

 

Qiao Nian seemed to be sure of the other party, putting one hand in his pocket and saying very coldly, 

"He won't die." 

 

 Sure enough. 

 

Shadow stepped out with one leg, stopped quickly, and slowly returned to the deck. He stood next to 

the side of the ship, feeling the sea breeze blowing, not knowing what he was thinking. 

 

Qiao Nian knew what he was thinking, but she was too lazy to pay attention to him and said to Chunlei: 

"Let's go back." 

 



Chunlei was surprised that Qiao Nian had grasped the shadow accurately. While surprised, he couldn't 

help but look down on the shadow who didn't dare to jump. He glanced over there and followed the girl 

back to the cabin. 

 

 Only the members of the Hidden World Family and Shadow Ten were left on the deck. 

 

Mr. Xue was sure that Qiao Nian had gone in. He looked at the shadow of Chu with his back to them. He 

walked over and patted the other party on the shoulder: "Are you okay?" 

 

"..." Shadow turned around. Instead of the collapse they imagined, he was extremely calm. He said 

nothing, walked past Mr. Xue and walked to the corner to sit down, no longer paying attention to 

anyone. 

 

Mr. Xue watched him sit down on the ground, and felt an indescribable strange feeling in his heart. 

 

But the shadow ignored him, so he couldn't help but lick his face and go over to talk to him. 

 

  

 

Chapter 4714 The letter delivered to my door by Sister Nian 

 

At this time, a frightened member of the hidden family approached him and whispered: "Mr. Xue, will 

we not be able to go back?" 

 

The old man in green shirt scolded: "Don't talk nonsense." 

 

Seeing his serious expression and sharp eyes, the speaker shrank his neck and returned to his seat, but 

he still felt unsure. 

 

 The people on the deck were miserable, not knowing what Qiao Nian was going to do. 

 



 Inside the cabin. 

 

Chunlei also asked the girl: "Sun, what are you going to do with these people?" 

 

Qiao Nian looked at him coldly and found a place to sit down. He bent his long legs and sat casually, 

saying, "Let them pay for the redemption." 

 

Chunlei: “Is it too cheap for them?” 

 

"Hmm." Qiao Nian had already thought about this, paused, and said slowly: "No. I don't want cash, I 

want something else." 

 

                               ?) 

 

Chun Lei was used to being straight-forward in F Continent. He frowned and his eyes were filled with 

confusion. He didn’t quite understand what Qiao Nian meant by ‘other’ money. 

 

   * 

 

 But at the same time. 

 

 The island and the Hermitage family received the same express delivery. 

 

 A simple yellow cowhide bag was delivered to Archbishop Quentin by an inconspicuous courier early 

in the morning. After the courier delivered the express, he ran away. 

 

"Archbishop, this is..." Jacob, who was following him, carefully identified the ordinary cowhide bag and 

stretched out his hand: "You have a distinguished status. This thing has an unknown origin, so I should 

open it." 

 

 Quentin avoided his hand: "No, it's from F State, signed on it, Q." 



 

"Q?" Jacob was stunned for a moment, then stood there and reacted very quickly: "...can't it be Qiao 

Nian?" 

 

Quentin replied: "That's her" as he strode into the Privy Council. 

 

"What does she mean by giving this to you so early in the morning?" Jacob followed him step by step. 

The two of them reached the territory of the neutral faction in a blink of an eye. Quentin opened the 

door of the office, strode in, and ordered the people who came after him. 

 

"Close the door." 

 

"yes." 

 

Jacob closed the door smoothly. 

 

I saw Quentin walking behind the desk, pulling out the swivel chair and sitting down. He tore open the 

seal of the cowhide bag with his slender hands and was taking the contents inside with his bare hands. 

 

 “Archbishop!” His eyebrows jumped sharply and he quickly stopped him. 

 

 But it was too late. 

 

The middle-aged man sitting there had already taken out the contents. He held a piece of light paper 

and a photo between his fingers, and then poured the brown leather bag down. There was nothing 

inside, and nothing else came out. thing. 

 

Jacob's heart was relieved, and he couldn't help but said to him nervously: "Archbishop, you just took 

too much risk. If there are dangerous items inside, it's too dangerous for you to reach out and take them 

without taking protective measures! " 

 

Quentin didn’t even raise his eyes and said lazily: “Who do you think she is?” 



 

Jacob was stunned for a moment by the rhetorical question: "She..." 

 

 Then I couldn’t speak anymore. 

 

 Qiao Nian has never played any tricks or tricks so far, and what she wants to do is always 

straightforward. 

 

 On the contrary, their hidden family often made small moves behind the scenes. 

 

He suspected that Qiao Nian's behavior was more like a thief shouting to catch a thief. 

 

But who is willing to admit that he is a thief? 

 

Jacob's face turned blue, white, and red. After holding it in for a long time, he was too embarrassed to 

continue speaking. He could only stand there in silence and watch Quentin open the folded letter. 

 

The handwriting on the letter paper is clearly written by Qiao Nian at first glance. The words are flying 

and phoenix-like. The pen is strong and strong, and it penetrates the paper. 

 

  

 

 Chapter 4715 The first thing is that the Queen is dead 

 

 Write down three requirements briefly. 

 

  1. Compensation. 

 

 Attached below is the list given by David and the details of the damaged items. 

 



   2. Ransom. 

 

 Chaon Nian wrote a number. 

 

 3. Life money and her mental damages. 

 

The following offered a condition that made Quentin's eyelids jump twice when he saw it - 10% of the 

shares of Smith Bank. 

 

 Then there is the photo that was sent with the letter. 

 

Quentin picked up the photo that fell on the table. There were more than twenty people on it, all 

wearing handcuffs and shackles, standing on the deck with embarrassed and confused faces. 

 

 Some people’s faces are still mixed with fear of the unknown. 

 

 And Xue Lao, Shadow, etc. 

 

 His familiar faces are among them. 

 

 There is also a person in the photo, Nie Tao. 

 

Nie Tao seemed to have suffered a great mental blow. He was huddled in a corner. Unless he looked 

carefully, he could not recognize his former high-spirited appearance. 

 

“Archbishop, there are words behind the photo.” Jacob noticed at this time. 

 

Quentin turned over the photo and saw Qiao Nian's handwriting on the back, but it was the kind printed 

by a fax machine: "I am on the high seas. The return time is within 6 hours. You have 6 hours to think 

about it." 



 

When Quentin saw this line of writing, he stood up and walked quickly outside. He said to Jacob: "Notify 

everyone in the Privy Council to convene a meeting immediately!" 

 

 … 

 

  1 hour later. 

 

Mr. Nie, accompanied by the Nie family, arrived at the Privy Council in a wheelchair. 

 

Before he entered, he looked up at the fluttering flags above the Privy Council, and felt an inexplicable 

foreboding feeling in his heart. 

 

When they entered, they found that everyone in the Privy Council Hall was watching them silently. The 

ominous feeling in Mr. Nie's heart reached its peak at this moment. 

 

He was pushed to Archbishop Quentin, now the most powerful centrist leader in the Privy Council and 

one of the three giants in the Privy Council. 

 

Mrs. Nie squeezed the dragon-headed crutch in his hand and gestured to stand up to greet him. Quentin 

quickly came over to support him. 

 

 “You’re welcome, old man.” 

 

 Follow. 

 

Quentin said in a deep voice: "We asked you to come here mainly to tell you two things." 

 

Mrs. Nie’s heart sank: “Please tell me.” 

 



Quentin retracted his hand and motioned to the Nie family behind him to support the old man. Then he 

spoke again, his eyes flashing and he said: "First, the Queen is dead." 

 

  Nie Qingru is dead. 

 

Out of respect for the deceased, Quentin called her Queen. 

 

 But Mr. Nie obviously didn't notice this small detail. Instead, his face turned pale, he grabbed the 

hand of the person beside him and exclaimed. 

 

"What did you say?!" 

 

 “The Queen is dead.” 

 

Mr. Nie heard it clearly this time. His eyes turned white and he almost fainted. 

 

  Nie Qingru is dead. 

 

The Nie family’s reputation was ruined. 

 

 They are destined to go downhill in the future. 

 

Mr. Nie's chest was shaking violently, and his breathing was like a bellows. His face was as golden as 

earth, and he leaned back straight. 

 

Fortunately, Quentin had already prepared. As soon as he waved, someone immediately ran over to give 

Mr. Nie first aid, pinching him and giving him medicine. 

 

 Finally, Mr. Nie, who had experienced a huge blow and almost fainted, was brought back. 

 



Mr. Nie lost all his strength and could no longer stand up. Even if he was forcibly rescued and managed 

to maintain his last bit of sanity, he would still be in a wheelchair. 

 

 “Yet, what else is there?” 

 

“You asked me to come here for more than just this, right?” 

 

Quentin nodded: "Well, there is one more thing I want to ask your opinion on." 

 

  

 

Chapter 4716 Isn’t this obvious? 

 

“Secondly, Mr. Nie is also in F State, and Qiao Nian has offered shares in Smith Bank. You see... you 

need to discuss this.” 

 

 He asked someone to give the letter and the photo to Mr. Nie. 

 

 Mr. Nie and the Nie family read the letter and photos at a glance, and they all fell silent. 

 

Qiao Nian made it very clear in the letter that she wanted the shares in Smith Bank to pay for her mental 

compensation... If one of their family members died or was injured, they would have to pay mental 

compensation to others... There is someone more bullying and more bullying than this one in the world. 

What a ridiculous thing! 

 

 It just so happened that the person who bullied them was not someone else, but an outcast whom 

they once looked down upon, someone who was related to their family by blood. 

 

"Don't even think about it!" Mrs. Nie was so angry that he threw the letter and the photos on the 

ground, and vigorously poked the dragon-headed crutch: "Let her do it if she can." 

 



Quentin knew what he was saying was angry, but he still reminded him with a half-smile: "Old Master, 

the Queen died in Continent F..." 

 

 The implication is that Qiao Nian can do it. 

 

 Old man Nie opened his mouth. 

 

He then heard Quentin continue to say unhurriedly: "We will pay for the compensation, but we do not 

have shares in Smith Bank. Mr. Nie is the only one left in the Nie family. You must consider it carefully 

before making a decision." 

 

 This is persecution. 

 

 After all, Mr. Xue is still inside. 

 

 No matter what. 

 

From the perspective of the hidden family’s interests, the Nie family is destined to be sacrificed. 

 

Mr. Nie looked at everyone in the Privy Council talking to him indifferently about the pros and cons, and 

how to sacrifice them for the greatest benefit. 

 

This moment is like going back in time, to the year when they discussed sacrificing the love of the 

season. It seems that the weather was like this and the atmosphere was like this. 

 

 The only difference this time is that it was not Ji Qing who was sacrificed, but them! 

 

Mr. Nie seemed to have been choked by fate. His throat made a gurgling sound. His eyes widened, but 

he could not speak. 

 

ˆ˜Qiao Nian— 



 

 This is her purpose! 

 

“She’s taking revenge!” Mr. Nie said with all his strength as he clenched the wheelchair on his side. No 

one in the room answered the question. 

 

 Because the facts are before us. 

 

 Everyone knows it. 

 

Qiao Nian is taking revenge! 

 

 She is slapping everyone in the face for Ji Qing! 

 

 But now the person is in the hands of others. Even if they know that Qiao Nian is seeking revenge, 

they can only endure it and cannot let Mr. Xue die in F Continent again. 

 

The face of that hidden family has been completely lost! 

 

   * 

 

 At the same time, the island also received an identical cowhide bag. 

 

Shi Lao opened the cowhide bag and took out the photos and letter paper. 

 

 He first picked up the photo and looked at it. 

 

In the photo, there are photos of Ying Shi and Yodema. In the photo, the two people have their hands 

and feet shackled, and their eyes are narrowed under the spotlight of the camera. They are extremely 

embarrassed. 



 

Ying Shi’s grandmother was also called over. After Shi Lao finished reading the photo and handed it to 

her, she took it and looked at the person on it. 

 

 Her complexion suddenly changed. 

 

He immediately threw the photo on the table and slammed the conference table with his hand: "She is 

too arrogant!" 

 

As the photo landed on the table, other people indirectly saw the content on the photo, and their faces 

became ugly. 

 

We are all people on the island, and no matter how they fight or make trouble in private, it is something 

they do behind closed doors. 

 

Like such people looking for face to face, they must be unanimous. 

 

Elder Mu rarely lowered his eyes and did not confront the ten elders. Instead, he lowered his voice and 

said, "What is written in the letter?" 

 

  

 

Chapter 4717 Wants all the shares given by Nie Qingru 

 

 Sen Lao opened the folded letter, looked over it with low eyebrows, then raised his eyebrows high, 

looked at Elder Mu with his dark brown eyes, and said with a strange expression: "She wants half of the 

Smith Bank shares that Nie Qingru gave you." 

 

Elder Mu’s face turned livid on the spot, he curled his fingers into fists, and just replied: “It’s 

impossible…” 

 

 The words have not yet finished. 



 

The old lady on the right stood up suddenly and scolded him angrily: "You are the one who caused this. 

If you hadn't agreed to Nie Qingru's request behind our backs, the farce wouldn't have happened. Now 

it's happened. Like this, my grandson is still in the hands of that girl, and you tell me it’s impossible? 

Why, do you want to be irresponsible?!" 

 

Others quickly broke up the fight: "Ying Lao, don't be angry." 

 

Someone pulled the old lady's sleeve: "Calm down, calm down, we are all from the island, one family, 

don't hurt the harmony." 

 

The old lady didn't give this face at all. She snorted and said very sternly: "I put my words here today. If 

you cause my grandson to die in the hands of that Qiao Nian because of the little benefit Nie Qingru 

gave you, our two families will be in trouble." The feud is settled! From now on, there will be you on the 

island without me, and I will be without you!" 

 

Elder Mu's already ugly face became even more embarrassed on the spot, and there was a faint flash of 

anger in his eyes, but it was difficult for him to show it out. 

 

He knew very well in his heart that the reason why the old woman was holding on to him because of the 

fire this time was because in recent years, except for Ying Ten, the younger generation of the shadow 

family had no talents. The old woman’s core interests… 

 

"alright!" 

 

At this time, the ten elders stood up, mediated in the middle, and called out to the angry old lady. 

 

For his sake, the old lady stopped arguing with Elder Mu and sat back down reluctantly with a dark face. 

 

 Lao Shi then calmly asked the relatively young man next to him: "Ying Shi is still in the other party's 

hands. Since she is willing to negotiate terms to release her, we'd better not get into trouble. What do 

you think?" 

 



"...I don't disagree." Even if Elder Mu was unwilling to do so, the old lady would put her harsh words 

ahead, and he would not be able to refuse again. 

 

 Let him spit out the good things he swallowed, and the taste will be as unpleasant as eating a fly. 

 

He could only aim his artillery fire at Qiao Nian: "Her appetite is too big!" 

 

Shi Lao said calmly: "Yes, but Shadow Ten is in her hands. We can't gamble with Shadow Ten's life." 

 

This is very well said. 

 

 He has become a benevolent person who cares about everyone on the island, while Elder Mu, who 

usually has a gentle and kind image, becomes hypocritical. 

 

 Elder Mu realized this, and while gritting his teeth, he had to force out a smile: "You are right." 

 

 People around him are waiting for him to express his position. 

 

Elder Mu was surrounded by eyes, like needles pricking him. He suppressed the anger in his throat and 

forced a fake smile on his lips: "I am willing to hand over the shares. The lives of the people on the island 

are the most important thing in everything." 

 

 Looking at his deflated appearance, Shi Lao suppressed the flash of joy in his eyes, turned to the old 

lady and said, "Why don't you thank Elder Mu?" 

 

 The old lady turned her head and refused to buy it: "I don't want to thank him, he should have solved 

it in the first place!" 

 

“…If he hadn’t insisted on meddling in other people’s family affairs, he wouldn’t have caused the 

current scandal. The Shadow Family would be embarrassed, and even the island would be 

embarrassed!” 

 



 Elder Mu really couldn’t laugh this time. 

 

  

 

Chapter 4718 It turns out that Elena is looking for Aunt Xie 

 

He couldn't hold on to the fake smile on his face. He stood up and said to Shi Lao in a deep voice: "You 

can just send someone to my place later to get the contract. I have something else to do, so let's go 

first." 

 

 “Go.” 

 

Shi Lao was in a good mood and waved his hand to let him go first. 

 

Elder Mu stood up to everyone's gaze and walked away without looking back. It was obvious that he was 

very angry. 

 

 … 

 

By the time he returned to his residence, he had not sat down to rest for a few minutes. 

 

 The men sent by the old men to get the contract arrived. 

 

He suppressed the anger in his chest and asked someone to prepare the share transfer and gift contract. 

He signed his name on it with a swipe of a pen and pressed his seal. 

 

 Finally, he handed over the contract to the person who came, exhaled a breath and said, "Leave it to 

Shi Lao." 

 

"Okay." The person took the contract he handed over with both hands, lowered his head and stared at 

the ground in a very disciplined manner: "Thank you, Elder Mu." 



 

 “Yeah.” Mu Qingtian responded with a smile and asked him to go ahead. 

 

After the others left. 

 

He swept all the items on the table to the floor, looking at the mess on the floor, the fire in his heart 

finally vented a little. 

 

He had tried his best to deal with Nie Qingru and negotiated several times before the shares were 

negotiated, but they were still in his hands. 

 

Qiao read a photo and asked to go back. 

 

On the contrary, he provoked the old woman from the Shadow family because of this matter, and also 

made the old Theron and his gang laugh. 

 

Mu Qingtian wanted to be as angry as he wanted, and he was so angry that his mouth was twisted, but 

he had to suppress his anger and unwillingness to avoid being seen by anyone who wanted to make a 

fuss about it. 

 

It was at this time that Moody came back from outside. 

 

 When he entered the door, he saw documents, seals, miscellaneous information, contracts, and even 

his father's favorite inkstone scattered on the ground. He stepped through the door and called 

hesitantly: "Father." 

 

When he reached Mu Qingtian, he asked cautiously: "What happened?" 

 

Mu Qingtian suppressed the anger in his heart and didn't want to mention the bad things today. Instead, 

as if he remembered something, he suddenly said: "Have you met Elena?" 

 

Moody looked slightly embarrassed: "No, she is not in school." 



 

Mu Qingtian frowned, obviously dissatisfied. 

 

Moody then said: "She went on a trip with a classmate, and by the way, she contacted a physics guru for 

Professor Steven." 

 

"who?" 

 

Moody smiled and said, "Thank you Tingyun." 

 

"Xie Tingyun?" Mu Qingtian quickly remembered this person and said in surprise: "It's not that she is in 

poor health. She left the First Research Institute a long time ago and lived in seclusion with her husband 

in a manor in Independent Continent. Things outside?" 

 

“Professor Steven and Xie Tingyun have known each other for many years and have become good 

friends...Professor Steven sent Elena’s research report to Ms. Xie, and she was full of praise after reading 

it.” 

 

“…The professor asked Elena to ask the other party for advice, and Ms. Xie agreed.” 

 

"She agreed?" Mu Qingtian was still surprised, with a somewhat unexpected expression. 

 

 He knows Xie Tingyun. 

 

It’s also because of Ji Qing. 

 

Ji Qing... Throughout her life, she is indeed very talented in physics, even more talented than Ji Wuxiao, 

but it is a pity that her character is too weak, and with Nie Qingru as her biological mother, she also 

touched on research that she shouldn't have done, and she got into trouble that she shouldn't have. 

What’s on my mind… 

 



Xie Tingyun is the only person who can be as famous as Ji Qing. He is equally famous in weapons 

research. After Ji Qing's death, Xie Tingyun left the First Research Institute for some unknown reason 

and never touched anything related to it again. things. 

 

  

 

Chapter 4719 I heard that Theron’s grandson also has a girlfriend 

 

Moody was very happy for Elena and said: "Yes, Ms. Xie agreed. I heard that Ms. Xie has recovered 

somewhat and is interested in finding a successor for herself... She must also have taken a fancy to 

Elena's talent." 

 

Mu Qingtian finally showed a sincere smile on his face and said happily: "She is indeed a rare and good 

child." 

 

Moody seemed to have been praised by his father and said proudly: "Among the younger generation on 

the island, Lina has been the best and the most thoughtful person since she was a child." 

 

Mu Qingtian glanced at him, as if reading his mind, slowly withdrew his gaze, walked to the sofa and sat 

down with his hands behind his back. 

 

 “I know what you think and I support you.” 

 

Moody was still wondering what he knew. 

 

He heard his father sit down and look at him and continue to say: "You can get closer to her, it will be 

good for you in the future. But I heard that Theron is interested in finding his grandson who is living 

outside, and he is also talking to Irene. The meaning of family marriage... Last time he left the Irene 

family alone, I'm afraid it was a reminder." 

 

  He said meaningfully: "You and Elena have been too close recently, I'm afraid he will be unhappy." 

 



Moody's face suddenly turned red and he immediately denied it: "Lina and I are just... brother and 

sister. I have no other intention." 

 

Mu Qingtian smiled suddenly on his face, not satisfied with his answer: "Do you really think so?" 

 

Then he said with great dissatisfaction: "You are not interested in her, but you still help her in 

everything. You bring her valuable gifts every time you go out. She accepts them every time, and even 

goes to the concert with you... You guys Is it just a brother-sister relationship?" 

 

Moody was embarrassed when he was questioned, his earlobes turned slightly red, and he looked like 

he didn't know how to answer. 

 

Mu Qingtian saw his reaction clearly, his anger faded slightly, and he said: "I don't understand how you 

young people get along. But as a father, I want to advise you, if you want to chase a woman, you should 

break the window paper as soon as possible. Damn it, let someone else get ahead of you, I will regret it 

later!" 

 

  Moody was silent for a moment and then said softly: "Yes, father." 

 

He knew that there were few young people on the island who didn’t like Elena, and many people, 

including Shadow Ten, were interested in Elena. 

 

  It’s just that everyone held Elena up as a goddess, and no one came up to her to say anything. 

 

Of course Moody also likes Elena. 

 

Like Ying 10 and the others, he only paid silently in his heart, rarely speaking out, and Elena had never 

asked him. 

 

 They continue like this. 

 



Today's father's words sounded the alarm for him. The Erin family intends to marry Elena... She has 

been outstanding since she was a child, like the moon among the stars. 

 

How could Moody bear to see her forced to marry a diao girl from outside the island with impure blood 

for the sake of her family? 

 

Mu Qingtian reached out and patted his shoulder gently, and finally smiled again: "It's good if you can 

figure it out. Elena is indeed excellent, and Xie Tingyun can actually go out for her again... When this 

news gets out, I don't know What a sensation there will be outside. Since you like it, hurry up and don’t 

let others rob you." 

 

Moody was moved, and the expression on his face became solemn: "Yes, father." 

 

"Yeah." Mu Qingtian pressed his shoulder hard again, his mood improved a lot, and he said 

meaningfully: "I heard that the grandson of Theron's family has a girlfriend outside, I'm afraid the ten 

old man The mood is no better than ours." 

 

  

 

 Chapter 4720 Another person who feels that Sister Nian is not worthy 

 

Moody's face turned gloomy, a little ugly: "He still has a girlfriend?" 

 

Elina is the existence they long for on the island, a goddess-like figure. 

 

They were reluctant to express their feelings to Elena, for fear that Elena would be frightened by them, 

so everyone maintained the tacit understanding of the friendship they had grown up with. 

 

 Just such a person. 

 

The only bloodline of the Theron family outside the island appeared out of nowhere and wanted to get 

past all of them and steal people. 



 

How dare you get entangled with other women outside. 

 

Mu Di was extremely angry at this moment and wished he could teach Ye Wangchuan a lesson right 

away to wake him up. 

 

Mu Qingtian saw how excited he was and glanced at him dissatisfied before continuing: "The more 

confused he is, the better for you, so that Elena will know who to choose." 

 

Mu Di's eyes flashed coldly, his lips tightened, and he didn't speak, but his dissatisfaction with Ye 

Wangchuan reached its peak... 

 

 In his heart, no one can compare to Elena. 

 

Ye Wangchuan ignored the opportunity to marry Elena and went to be friends with a woman from 

outside the island. This was undoubtedly a humiliation to the goddess in his mind. 

 

How can the goddess whom they hold like pearls in the palm of their hands as a moon offering be 

insulted by outsiders? 

 

Moody's eyes flickered, and he had already made up his mind to look for an opportunity to vent his 

anger on the goddess in his heart. 

 

However, he knew that if he said it directly, he would be scolded by his father, so he just held back his 

breath and did not show it. 

 

   * 

 

the other side. 

 

Elina and Haitong’s plane just landed. 



 

Haitong received the call and argued with the other end of the phone. She was extremely reluctant to 

say to the outstanding-looking woman: "Aina, I'm going home. Can you go to the hotel alone?" 

 

Elena dragged her suitcase and said very calmly, "Okay, you can go back." Haitong felt uneasy: "...How 

about I take you to the hotel and then go back." 

 

 Before she finished speaking, her cell phone rang again. 

 

Haitong lowered his head and looked at the caller ID. His face immediately became embarrassed. He 

raised his head again and explained in a clear voice: "My parents, they heard that I was back and they 

came to the airport to pick me up." 

 

"Hmm." Elena still looked indifferent, took out her mobile phone, and seemed to be preparing to order a 

"ride-hailing service". 

 

Haitong looked embarrassed, but she knew that her grandmother and parents had objections to Aina, 

and it would be even more embarrassing if they met together. 

 

She could only squirm and hold the trolley box tightly: "...I'll leave first?" 

 

After Elena made the call, she saw that she had not left yet, and listened to her again, and finally 

answered: "You go back first, don't let uncle and aunt worry. If I have a chance another day, I will treat 

uncle and aunt to dinner." 

 

Haitong breathed a sigh of relief, with a sweet smile on his round face, and nodded hastily: "I will explain 

it to them when I get back..." 

 

 Elena didn't even pay attention to the Ye family, let alone Haitong's family, so she put one hand in the 

pocket of her windbreaker and nodded slightly: "Okay." 

 

Haitong finally felt relieved and waved away from her while turning around. 



 

Not long after Haitong left, a lean man appeared around Elena and took her luggage for her respectfully. 

 

He also called out softly: "Miss." 

 

As Elena walked forward, she asked, "When did that person come to the capital?" 

 

"Not long ago..." The man in black thought about it, then followed behind him and whispered: "That 

person who suddenly came to Jingshi during the few days you were in F Continent. I originally wanted to 

contact you, but I wasn't sure before, so I looked for someone else. After checking for a few days, I 

determined that she came to Beijing, and then I reported it to you." 


